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IN CASE YOU MISSED THIS, COUNTY ASSESSOR ACCUSES PEOPLE LIKE FRED
MEYLAND-SMITH OF CHEATING ST. LOUIS COUNTY OUT OF $2.6 MILLION A
YEAR. Last week we showed how Town and Country Alderman Fred Meyland-Smith
was cheating, the city, the county and the state when he bought a new Ford SUV and
registered it at a vacation house in Illinois.
Here is a Post-Dispatch article by Jeremy Kohler from 11/25/77 that has St. Louis
County Assessor Jake Zimmerman talking about tax cheats like Meyland-Smith.

The Missouri property tax is a sore subject for many people in the St. Louis area.
First it’s the question of whether it’s fair for the tax to be applied so unevenly across the
area.
Then, it’s the timing. Real estate taxes are generally paid in the monthly mortgage
payment, but personal property taxes come due at the worst time of the year for
household budgets. You don’t find out what you owe until a week before Thanksgiving,
and the bill is due by New Year’s Eve.
Finally, almost everyone knows someone who’s openly evading the tax by driving
around in a car with out-of-state plates.
St. Louis County Assessor Jake Zimmerman estimates that 1 percent of county taxpayers
cheat by registering their cars out of state, such as in Illinois, which does not collect
personal property taxes.
That costs St. Louis County taxpayers $2.6 million a year, he estimates.
“It’s a huge number, and it’s something I really wish law enforcement would take more
seriously,” he said.
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“It directly impacts revenue to their community and it increases the burden on everyone
else who is playing by the rules. It’s not just that the fire department is losing a few
dollars here and there. Everyone else is effectively paying an extra few dollars to
compensate for people who are cheating the system.”
Last year, the U.S. attorney in St. Louis accused a man who worked in a motor vehicle
license office in Illinois of fraudulently issuing Illinois plates to Missouri residents for a
fee. The case is pending.
But the fraud isn’t just occurring in street-level deals. Many taxpayers believe they can
legally register their vehicle to their vacation house or business in another state.
Zimmerman wishes more people would step up and shame their neighbors into paying
their fair share.
“If that car is physically domiciled here for a majority of the year, then those people are
breaking the law,” Zimmerman said.
“Just because I may never find you, just because you really do have a vacation house in
Michigan that you spend a month at every year, doesn’t change the fact that you’re
committing a crime.
“And you should be embarrassed that you are making your neighbors pay more.”
We have photos of Mayland-Smiths car in Town and County, St. Louis County Missouri
from March to the end of June. The car is housed at Meyland-Smith’s Town and
Country home. He avoided paying sales tax to Missouri and Town and Country when
he first registered the car in 2016. He also has not paid County Personal Property Tax
for 2-years on the car.
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We have been told that Meyland-Smith’s property in Northern Illinois is not a cabin, but
a nice house in a remote area where he can deer hunt. We have also been told that
Meyland-Smith sometimes spends four or five days a month at the property.

However, he is an elected official in Missouri meaning he is a MISSOURI RESIDENT.
The Ford SUV with the Illinois plates is Meyland-Smith’s primary vehicle. It is a
MISSOURI vehicle. Fred Meyland-Smith is refusing to pay his St. Louis County annual
personal property tax. He refused to pay his State and City sales tax on the vehicle and
refuses to pay State licensing fees.
We have shown with photographs how Fred’s Ford is in town (MISSOURI) all week.
How he drives it to meeting and events and to church. Here are some more examples:

Saturday AM 6/23 at City Hal

Monday 6/25 AM at Longview

Monday PM at City Hall

TOWN AND COUNTRY WANTS TO ENTER INTO A NON-LETHAL DEER
MANAGEMENT PLAN WITH ST. LOUIS COUNTY PARKS CONCERNING DEER AT
QUEENY PARK: Skip Mange who as Mayor of Town and Country in 2000 had a now
lethal program of herding wild deer into trucks and transporting them to Southeast
Missouri where they were release only to find that the majority of them died from
capture myopthy. The practice was then banned by the State of Missouri’s
Conservation Department.
Now Skip wants to to address the problem that exists with the large herds of deer in
Queeny Park situation on more than 500 acres between Mason Road and Weidman
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Road. St. Louis County has done nothing and refuses to allow deer control to be done
by lethal methods.
This is from a memo by current alderman Skip Mange to the rest of the Board of
Alderman:

Maybe County Executive Stenger realizes the non-lethal methods will be ineffective and
costly or maybe he doesn’t care about the safety of the area residents. (Lethal deer
removal has occurred in Johnson County Parks in suburban Kansas City and it occurs
in many parks across the country.)
Now back to Mange’s memo:

Keep in mind that Town and Country just killed 364 deer in a month long lethal culling of
deer in January. Queeny Park, bordered on three sides by Town and Country and is a
huge problem. For the resolution that was before the Alderpersons last Monday it
appeared as if Town and Country was taking the lead, instead of St. Louis County. This
is from the resolution:
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There are no other municipalities bordering or even near Queeny Park so I’m not sure
who else would be involved.
Also remember that Mange is a member of the Christian Science Church and doesn’t
believe in medical procedures for humans, but in the past has been okay with deer
hysterectomies (actually overectomies or tubal ligations). This is expensive as it
requires the deer to be tranquilized moved to an operating area where a vet performs
an operation.

Here is this website’s security agent keeping an eye on this Queeny Park deer as the editor sits nearby.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY CRIMINAL, SON OF LAWYER LIVING IN GATED
SUBDIVISIION OF CEDAR SPRINGS, BACK GETTING ARRESTED. Kaulan Gray,
the son of Anthony Gray former lawyer for the Michael Brown family and the city
attorney of Pine Lawn, has been arrested again. This time it was by the Highway Patrol
for felony drug possession of Fentanyl.
Here is the arrest information from the Highway Patrol online report:

Here is his record that he had put together over the last three years:
2014
Fraudulent Use of a Credit Card convicted
Warrensburg
05/14/15 Destruction of Property
St. Louis PD
10/13/15 Armed Robbery of Phillips 66 Station in Bridgeton
Bridgeton PD
Charges drop after late night clerk refused to testify
12/12/15 Destruction of Property
St. Louis PD
12/13/15 Armed Robbery w/gun of woman at an apartment
Bridgeton PD
Charges dropped after victim refused to testify
02/03/16 Felony Unlawful Display of a Weapon
05/14/16 Possession of Controlled Substance
St. Louis CO PD
Unlawful use of a Weapon
Sentence to 5-year SIS probation term
08/12/16 Felony Assault
09/13/16 Felony Possession of Control Substance
04/14/17 Felony Possession of Control Substance
05/19/18 Felony Destruction of Property
St. Louis PD
06/22/18 Felony Possession of Controlled Substance
MO Highway Patrol
Living with his father in a gated subdivision with a security gaud on the gate 24 hours a
day, must make this felon feel safe. However, I wonder how safe Town and Country
alderpersons Sue Allen and Jon Benigas feel living inside the same Cedar Springs’
gate. I have to think that as long as Kalaun Gray is living at his father’s house, Benigas
and Allen are maybe living in the most dangerous neighborhood in Town and Country.
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Benigas

Allen

TOWN AND COUNTRY ALDERMANIC RETREAT: This was anything but a retreat.
The apparent Illinois resident, Alderman Fred (I avoid paying city, county and state
taxes) Meyland-Smith apparently talked so long the time set aside for a break was
gone. The annual Saturday morning get together was from 9 am to 12 noon at the city
hall.
Years ago some cities would have their retreat at places like The Lake of the Ozarks.
But the Sunshine Open Meetings Law required that if there was a quorum that the
meetings or “retreats” be open to the public at a location accessible by the residents.
On Saturday it was casual dress, open shirts, jeans or casual slacks with a couple of
exceptions.
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Tiffany Frautschi wore heals and Fred (I avoid local taxes and I’m an elected official, but
my license plate say I live in Illinois) Meyland-Smith was wearing his saddle shoes, that
he has been showing up in since at least 2008. The hippie/biker City Attorney Steve
Garrett was dressed in jeans, black t-shirt and sports coat.

But by far the most outrageous attire award goes to Mayor Jon (I’m not Telling Anyone
where I live) Dalton. On a Saturday morning at a “casual” event, this guy is wearing
cufflinks!
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For a guy who won’t say where he is living (Clayton keeps coming up) and hides the
fact his wife got the house in the divorce. It was good to see that Dalton, who was a
lobbyist for murdering cigarette makers for 10 years, was not wearing his wedding ring.
Aldermen Skip Mange and Dr. Matt Reuter were absent, so how important is a retreat if
25% of the elected officials are missing?
I got there when alderpersons who chair committees were giving a report.
PARKS COMMISSION: Lynn Wright started talking about how great the Parks
Commission is and how much work they do. At the end of her spiel she was asked
about Preservation Park on the north side of I-64. This is the park where the west side
trail is unsafe, where the city chained off the west parking lot entrance because to many
kids were doing dope at night. But the east side of the park is just as troublesome.
There it is the crumbling tennis courts.

The city built the eight tennis courts. Nearby Christian Brothers College High School
signed an agreement with the city stating CBC could use the courts as the school’s
courts but they would have to maintain them. CBC has not done that and CBC has now
agreed to repair five courts while the city will close three.
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City Administrator Bob Shelton stated the nets have been taken down on four courts.
Ald. Jon Benigas said he thought the courts were so dangerous that the city should rope
off the closed ones to avoid liability.
Lynn Wright said the Parks Commission voted that the city should sell the park. Bob
Shelton said it has been tough finding a buyer.

Lynn Wright
ARB: Next Jon Benigas the chair of the Architectural Review Board spoke. Benigas
admitted that the ARB doesn’t have much power and is in a position more often to make
suggestions.

Jon Benigas
Benigas, a Greenie, had an issue with the new large and monster sized homes. “I am
concerned with the size of rooms. We are asked to approve these large homes without
any energy conservation measures.”
POLICE COMMISSION: Tiffany Frautschi just bubbled over what a great job the Police
Commission is doing. In reality they are about three qualified members on this
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commission and the rest are what we used to call in my 30 years of policing, “police
f***ts” She then talked about the great events presented by the Commission such as
the Distracted Driver Seminar. This event was scheduled at Maryville University long
before it was even mentioned to the Police Commission.
TAX MONEY GOING TO THE PGA: Frautschi also proudly announced how the PGA
will be paying the salaries of all Town and Country Police Officers working on the actual
grounds of Bellerive Country Club. However the officers working overtime directing
traffic at closed roads and into parking lots will not be paid by the PGA. They will be
paid with Town and Country TAX MONEY. These traffic work details would never have
happened if it wasn’t for the PGA Championship. The PGA should also pay for traffic
details that they created. Tiffany was all excited talking about this while I rolled my
eyes.

CODE ENFORCEMENT: THE CITY DOESN’T WANT TO DO IT! The next topic was
code enforcement and our 66-year-old hippie looking city attorney, Steve Garrett,
wearing a T-shirt and a long ponytail gave his take on the issue.

Steve Garrett
There was a theme to remarks by Garrett and City Services Director Craig Wilde.
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“The least effective method in a rich community is to write tickets. A $1,000
citation is nothing to these people,” said Garrett.
(First of all, a $1,000 citation a week can add up to real money. Secondly paying an
attorney their fee plus having to go to Municipal Court on a Thursday night is a pain.
Even if the case is moved to the county courts in Clayton, rich people don’t like having
their schedule screwed with. )
(A $100 citation is a big deal to a contractor let alone a $1,000 citation.)
(How do Garrett and Craig Wilde know it is not effective, since Town and Country
almost NEVER issues a citation for code violations.)
“You can sue them in the circuit court for not obeying the code, but that is
expensive,” said Garrett. “The third way to do it is to seat down with them,” he said.
(If you sit down with them you make a deal. This is not good for the code. The code
has to be enforced or it is meaningless. These words are from a person (me) who as a
police official enforced codes in one of the wealthiest towns in America.)
“If you really want to get a lot of phone calls start citing these people,” said
Garrett.
“Town and Country is reactive and not proactive in code enforcement,” said Craig
Wilde.

Wilde
“Rarely IF EVER are we going to show up and say here’s your citation,” said Wilde.
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“Every case deserves to be handled differently. Every case has it’s own
personality. Wilde said.
(This is a boat load of crap. If you hand out the rules when they get the permit and they
sign for the permit and rules, then when they break the rules you do show up and say
“here’s your citation.” At the start every case has to be treated the same. It is called
fairness, not kissing up to rich people. They can be considered for mitigation. But the
rules have to be enforced.)
Then the guy wearing cufflinks on a Saturday morning piped up.
“The building code is private property rights versus impact on the neighbor’s
property,” said Mayor Jon Dalton.

Dalton
They also hinted around about what was happening at the king of code violations, car
dealer Don Suntrup and his house 13612 Park Place Ct and Mason Road. Suntrup
has been ignoring the city codes for over a decade. He covered his backyard with a
patio and violated the green space ordinance. He built a portico without a permit. He
installed permanent electrical fixtures without a permit or a required County inspection.
Finally he built a giant outdoor cook area that extended off his property.
Once the city was aware of it, staff did nothing. When he appealed before the Board of
Adjustment they took the first action against Suntrup and denied permission for
everything he did. How did the city staff react? They continued to do nothing.
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“He and I are talking,” said Garrett, while his billing clock runs. The city could use a
couple of those $1,000 fines that Garrett say are “no big deal” to rich people to help pay
his bill.
“It appears as if they are working it out. (Suntrup and his neighbor on an issue that is 16
months old) If we thrown in a $1,000 fine, it is not going to solve the problem,” said
Garrett.
Apparently Garrett’s position is that fines work on poor people in cities his firm
represents, like Velda City or even a middle class like St. Ann, but not with rich people
in Town and Country.
TOWN AND COUNTRY ALDERMEN CONTINUE REHNQUIST PROPOSAL TO KILL
TREES FOR NEW SUBDIVISION AGAIN. ALDERPERSONS CONTINUE TO JACK
RESIDENTS AROUND. The proposal that was voted down 6-0 by the Planning
Commission for a seven home subdivision on a piece of property that will only allow
three homes due to protected woodlands moved on to the Board Alderman despite the
NO vote at P&Z.
At the May 14th Aldermanic meeting the chambers were filled with residents opposed to
any change in the Protected Woodland status of property. The bill was first read and
the second reading was to occur at the meeting on May 29, when Mayor Jon Dalton
promised residents there would be a vote on it.
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At the May 29 meeting many of the residents returned and spoke against the proposal
for the third time. However there was no vote. It was continued.

A partial view of the chambers full of residents against the Rehnquist proposed subdivision.

This is the crowd at the May 29 meeting

At the meeting on June 11 residents were told “We are in talks” as the vote on the
proposal was continued a second time. I’m confused! This was a straight up proposal
in a bill. It should be voted up or down. There should not be any talks. If Rehnquist
wants something different let him file a new proposal.
We hear there has been a threat to sue the city if the proposal gets turned down.
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Plans with the seven lots instead of the allowed three.

View of the wooded entrance to the property at 1919 S. Mason.
Now at the June 25 Board of Aldermen meeting the Rehnquist proposal was again
continued and the Alderpersons went into Secret Executive Session with the city
attorney after the meeting.
It appears as if there is an attempt to wear down the residents until they stop coming to
the meetings.
ALDERPERSONS VOTE DOWN KING DALTON’S ATTEMPT TO EXPAND THE
KINGDOM OF TOWN AND COUNTRY TO SOUTH AND THE EAST. THEY DID
PASS THE PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGE MADE BY THE WARD-2
ALDERWOMEN: We will not have to wait until later in 2018 for the St. Louis County
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Boundary Commission to vote down for the fifth time Town and Country’s attempt to
annex the commercial property along Des Peres Road and across I-270. The Board of
Aldermen beat them to it. They voted down submitting a plan to annex a nursing home,
apartments, a hotel under construction, both sides of I-270 and several office buildings
to the east of I-270 behind the Edward Jones Complex in Des Peres, Mo.
However they did pass a just included proposal by Ward 2 alderwoman Tiffany
Frautschi to annex a small condo complex on Mason and then the commercial area on
Manchester Road west to the Manchester Meadows Shopping Center that is already in
the city limits.
Voting to send the regular every five-year proposal of the property along Des Peres
Road and east to the Boundary Commission were: Jon Benigas, Lynn Wright and Sue
Allen. Voting against the proposal were: Lindsey Butler, Tiffany Frautschi, Fred
Meyland-Smith, Matt Reuter and Skip Mange. It failed on a 5-3 vote.

However the Mason Road to Manchester Meadows proposal passed on a 6-2 vote. For
were Tiffany Frautschi, Lindsey Butler, Matt Reuter, Sue Allen, Jon Benigas and Lynn
Wright. Against were: Skip Mange and Fred Meyland-Smith.
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HOUSE BURGLARY ON CLAYTON ROAD: On Monday June 25 between 8:30 and
3:30 a house on the south side of Clayton Road between I-270 and Ballas was
burglarized with jewelry taken.
CLAYTON ROAD CLOSURES/TRAFFIC RESTRICTIONS FOR TOWN SQUARE:
Town and Country announced how there would be lane closures and traffic restrictions
while contractors work on the tunnel under Clayton Road connecting the north side
sidewalk/trail to the Town Square project.

Beginning at 6:00 AM Friday, June 29, Clayton Road will be subject to periodic daytime
lane restrictions for work associated with the installation of the pedestrian tunnel for the
Town Square Project. This work is anticipated to last approximately 1 week. Flagmen
will be present to control single lane traffic during the daytime hours while the
restrictions are in place. All traffic lanes will be reopened utilizing temporary pavement,
utility plates and traffic control devices during off hours, over the weekend and during
the Independence Day holiday. Inquiries regarding the closure can be directed to
Department of Planning & Public Works at 314-587-2820.
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GOOD NEWS IS PETER, PETER, PUMPKIN STEALER IS FINALLY CHARGED. BAD
NEWS IS AFTER STEALING $79,000 HE LEFT JAIL ON A $500 BOND: Peter
Antony Wolff, 63, who used to work as a vendor at the Rombach Pumpkin Patch in
Chesterfield Valley has finally been arrested
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This was the lead paragraph from our March 8, 2018 newsletter.

PETER, PETER PUMPKIN STEALER ARRESTED: Peter Wolff was arrested by Chesterfield police detectives
on February 8 for passing a bad check in his scheme to steal $79,000 worth of pumpkins from Northern
Illinois farmer Larry McGuiness. Wolff set up a “Pumpkin Patch” near where the Romback Farms had
operated and had an annual pumpkin patch for decades before shutting down in 2017. Wolff had a
partner write out a bad check for $27,000 to McGuiness for pumpkins. Wolff then gave the check to
McGuiness, who sent another $52,000 worth of pumpkins to Wolff before the check bounced. The
County Prosecutor’s Office has the case.

Here is what is outrageous. Wolff stole $79,000 worth of pumpkins from an Illinois farm,
but he has been this for year as he has tens of thousands of dollars in unsatisfied court
judgments. He has three bogus corporations.
His bond was originally set at $25,000. However on Friday June 22 Judge Robert
Heggie (you remember him! He was the former Chesterfield City Attorney who hid the
Doorack vacant lot lease at over $800,000 at his private law office so the public could
not see it at City Hall.) lowered the bond to $5,000. Wolff was allowed to pay just 10%,
so for writing a $27,000 bad check that was part of a scheme to steal $79,000 of
product he walked after paying a $500 bond.
There is talk that Wolff wants this handled as a civil suit since it is his first arrest.
However, Wolff has dozens of unsatisfied judgments against him in St. Louis County
Circuit Court for cheating people with bad checks. It is time he was prosecuted.
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When charges are filed often the charging documents can be pretty dull and the
reporter needs to punch things up. That was NOT the case with Wolff. Detective Tim
Turntine wrote a detailed and entertaining Probable Cause Statement:
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APRIL ELECTION LOSER FILES SUNSHINE REQUEST WITH THE CITY OF
CHESTERFIELD FOR MY PERSONAL EMAILS: William Lawson , is in our opinion
AN IDIOT. Last summer he came to a City Council meeting demanding to know why I
was given the Doorack Lease information and copied of all emails in connection with the
lease, including a vote to hide the lease out of public access at the then City Attorney
Rob Heggie’s law office. Of course hiding the $800,000+ 10-year lease was illegal.

Lawson then ran against Tom DeCampi in Ward 4 in the April Municipal Election. We
are receiving more and more information that Mayor Bob Nation backed Lawson. He
was apparently tired of DeCampi questioning his spending bills and his demands to
speak at meetings when Nation has tried to cut off debate.
Lawson is now demanding emails that I sent to Chesterfield City Councilpersons on my
private email service to their private email service to have lunch. I have to wonder if
Bob Nation is behind this. The Sunshine Request wants the private emails of Ben
Keathley, Tom DeCampi and Michelle Ohley and me about me having lunch with Ray
Meyer, a former St. Louis Police Officer, who put himself through law school and retired
after serving 26 years as an assistant United States Attorney.
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Under Missouri Sunshine Law case law if you write a quorum of a legislative body even
to their personal email accounts it can be discoverable. That never happened.
Ray was not applying for a job in Chesterfield. All this was…was lunch.
It was interesting that one person I had emailed about lunch, was not listed in Larson’s
Sunshine Law Demand. That was Councilperson Barb McGuiness.
This is not unusual. I have met with elected officials at restaurants and was given
information for articles on the website. I also had lunch with a councilperson and
Stephen Deere of the Post-Dispatch. I provide Stephen with the city documents I
obtained and the councilperson provided inside information. Deere had a front page
story about the Doorack lease scandal two weeks later in a Sunday edition of the PostDispatch.

Stephen Deere
https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/why-does-chesterfield-spend-ayear-on-a-piece-of/article_f55f78cf-1f7c-58ed-80be-0c7d993fd6e1.html
So having lunch with an elected official is no big deal to me, as a reporter. For the most
part the lunch arrangements were done by telephone, so good luck to Mr. Larson
getting those records.
If anyone joined me (I’m not saying who if anyone came) they would have heard Ray
discuss how local attorneys have corrupted the Municipal Court systems with deals that
raised money but never punished anyone.
Ray had a good perspective on this. For years he handled the assaults, drunk drivers,
thefts on Federal Property and the Arch grounds. They were the same type of cases
heard in Municipal Courts. The difference was there was a Federal Judge and Federal
Prosecutor and nothing was being reduced to “Illegal Parking” or “Littering.”
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We had an interesting chat. At the end whoever was there paid for their own lunch and
I believe with cash. The discussion was about the entire County Muni Court system and
not specifically Chesterfield. But it didn’t make any difference, it was simply a chat and
a discussion.
Here is William Lawson’s email Sunshine Request:
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Lawson wants credit card receipts for lunch. I have terrible news for him. I believe
everyone paid cash.
I have to wonder who sent Lawson on this stupid hunt. The one person in power
currently aligned with Lawson from the last election is Mayor Bob Nation. How did
Nation find out about lunch? The one person who got one email and was not
mentioned in the Sunshine Request would be my guess.
Also meeting with reporters to pass along news tips and inside information is nothing
new to Bob Nation.
Apparently Lawson or someone inside the city made Jim Erikson of West County
Magazine aware of Lawson’s request. Erickson filed a Sunshine Request for copies of
everything given to Lawson.
NOW FOR THE FUN: I obtained a lot of emails because I filed a Sunshine request for
everything that had been sent to Lawson.
MAD MAYOR: Here is an email sent from Mayor Bob Nation to Mike Geisel and the
city attorney on May 19, 2018 about me and our news website:

Nation was upset that someone sent me an End of Watch Report concerning an ex-con
found with a stolen gun, drugs and counterfeit money by Chesterfield Police. The
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mayor was apparently upset that I was given information that was favorable to the
police. Bob later sent the email out to council members.
http://johnhoffmann.net/combined_222.pdf
Here is the story we wrote that Mayor Nation is upset about:
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I’m at a lost on why the mayor is upset about giving the police a pat on the back. These
end of watch reports are sent to all councilpersons and city department heads. That
means they are open public records. Perhaps I should make a Sunshine request and
receive all the end of watch reports.
IT’S MY F***ING CITY: Elected officials in closed secret executive session meetings do
not break State Law if they discuss what was going on in the meeting. Unfortunately I
can’t find anyone who will. But here is a topic that several have talked about.
It wasn’t what was being discussed behind closed doors. Instead it was how Mayor Bob
Nation had a meltdown and started dropping F-Bombs right and left. It was this
behavior that got him censured in 2015.
We are also hearing from more than one person he has made the statement, “This is
my fucking city!”
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Bob Nation is beginning to remind me of Steve Stenger. When Stenger ran against
incumbent County Executive Charlie Dooley, a number of people said, “He can’t be
worse than Charlie Dooley.” It turned out that Stenger on the ethics scale fell far below
Dooley, who used to send County projects to North County, with more African-American
neighborhoods and areas where Dooley lived. Stenger in turn was sending County
projects to people who gave him lots of MONEY$. At least where the Dooley projects
went they were needed, even if some south and west county areas were ignored.
Bob was a regular guy in his first term. But he appears to have turned into
Chesterfield’s Napoleon in his second term.
CITY ADMINISTRATOR WANTS AN ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR AGAIN: A year
ago Chesterfield eliminated the assistant city administrator position. That had been
held by Libby Tucker and of course Bob Nation was not a big fan when he dropped a
couple F-Bombs in her closed office about the then City Administrator Mike Herring
being gone without Nation knowing about it. Tucker went to Herring which led to the
attempt impeachment of Nation and the successful censure.

Her vanishing was not a surprise. But they could not fire her. So they eliminated her
position and bought her out with a separation package.
Now at a Finance and Administration Committee Mike Geisel has announced that he
wants to reintroduce the Assistant City Administrator, but at reduced duties and he
wants to discriminate against the applicant.
Geisel said he wanted the new position to have no supervisory duties, no administrative
function, work at a lower pay and have a technical function.
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“I’m looking for someone early in their career not wanting to replace me or someone late
in their career not looking to move up,” said Geisel, indicating “to hell to the best
candidate and ambitious persons should not apply.”
DR.DOUG GET STURNED DOWN FOR NEW BUILDING BY THE PLANNING AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE Dr. Doug Pernikoff, a well known Vet, who has
appeared weekly on the Frank O. Pinion (John Craddock) radio show for years has his
clinic located in the northwest corner of the Clarkson-Wilson shopping center. Pernikoff
wants to leave the shopping center and build a clinic building directly to the north on
ground that is zoned 67% commercial and 33% residential.

The residential portion of the building would be in front of the Clarkson Woods
subdivision and next to the Clarkson-Wilson Shopping Center.

The plan for the 12,000 square foot building was approved by the Planning
Commission.
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On June 21 at the Planning and Public Works Committee meeting Dr. Pernikoff did not
have it as easy as he did at the Planning Commission.
First of all the P&PW Committee chair is Michelle Ohley. Guess where she lives? Yep,
the Clarkson Woods subdivision.
Even without the rezoning on a city council agenda, residents of Clarkson Woods have
come to meetings to express their opposition to the rezoning. Here are people who
came to the June 21 meeting to speak in opposition to the rezoning. Some of the
comments were also critical of city staff and the Planning Commission

The city had 40 letters and emails on file in opposition to the rezoning and 4 in favor of
it.
One of the most common complaints was how they would have commercial property
sitting at the edge of their subdivision, most likely parking lots.
This proposal was defeated, but it was interesting what happened before the final vote.
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Councilman Barry Flachsbart made a motion to reduce the size of the building from
12,000 square feet to 7,500 square feet.
At this point Dr. Pernikoff stood and asked,” May I speak?”
Flachsbart who was not the chair running the meeting, yelled, “No!”

Dr. Doug Pernikoff

Barry Flachsbart

The Flachsbart motion to reduce the proposed building by 37% passed on a 3-1 vote.
Dan Hurt, Flachsbart and Chair Michelle Ohley voted for it and Mary Ann Mastorakos
voted against the motion. But this turned out to be a waste time.
Dan Hurt said the Council’s biggest job is to protect the neighborhoods.
“We had nothing to do with the zoning of that lot. That was done by St. Louis County
(before Chesterfield became incorporated). Homes should not be adjacent to
commercial,” said Mastorakos.”I have a problem to continue the zoning done by St.
Louis County,” she added.
Chair Michelle Ohley spoke last. “I am a resident of Clarkson Woods. St. Louis County
did us no favors when they zoned this. We need to be aware that it needs to be mostly
residential and not commercial,” she said.
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Michelle Ohley
The vote was 3-1 against the proposed rezoning and construction of the building.
Michelle Ohley, Dan Hurt and Mary Ann Mastorakos voted against it and Barry
Flachsbart voted for it.
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MAN POINTS GUN AT MEN ON PARKING LOT, THREATENS TO SHOOT ONE:
Michael Zebley, 26, of Villa Ridge, Missouri pulled on the parking lot of the Twin Peaks
restaurant at 4:28 Wednesday afternoon and confronted three men. Zebley’s ex35

girlfriend was the center of a disagreement. Zebley pulled a gun and threatened to
shoot one of the men. He then drove away.

Zebley
Chesterfield Police issued a lookout for Zebley and his car to area police departments.
Zebley was stopped and arrested by Eureka Police. He and the gun were turned over
to Chesterfield Police.
BUSINESS: CHESTERFIELD VALLEY, CLOSING TIME: Look for another well known
spot in the area of Edison and Long Road to vanish by the end of the year due to a drop
in sales and an increase in rent. We hear it might affect beer drinkers.
FAVORITE QUOTES:
“You had me at Ice Cold. You could have said ‘Ice Cold prune juice’ and I would
have said, ‘sure.’” A Meridian Recycling truck driver when I offered him an “Ice Cold”
can of Coke while he was picking up the contents of our recycling can.
“I have to admit that I don’t know what I’m doing.” A late shift worker in the produce
department at the Des Peres Dierberg’s store, Jack a young, tall, blond college kid was
happy to help when I asked him to help pick out a ripe seedless watermelon. It was the
best we had of the season. The next week my wife picked out the melon, which ended
up going to the compost pile. The next week Jack was back in the produce
department. I told him how great his selection had been and asked him to pick another
watermelon. He said, “sure” and then added, I have to admit that I don’t know what I’m
doing.” His pick was the second best melon of the year.
“What’s a rumble seat?” Alderwoman Lindsey Butler to Herb Clark, a member os a
number of vintage car clubs, attending the most recent Fall Parade meeting. Clark
mentioned that he could get several cars with rumble seats for the parade.
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION: Here is one located two blocks from the
Maryland/Washington DC line. It is 110 years old with 6 bedrooms and 4 ½ baths. It
sits on a spacious 0.2 (2/10) of an acre lot. It is at 11 Hesketh St. in Chevy Chase,
Maryland.
The asking price is a mere $2,400,000. The house comes with a detached 1-car
garage.

MONSTER HOUSES IN TOWN AND COUNTRY:
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This is the view from the west that you can’t see from Mason Road of the massive home
being built by the Morrells. It is the front of the house.

Here is continued earth moving after clear cutting of trees.

This is the view from Mason Road which is actually the rear of the house.
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The 18,900 sq ft Polish Castle on Clayton Road.

Greenwich Green at Clayton Road
LETTERS: Here are a couple of emails we got after the Fred “Tax Cheater” MeylandSmith story:

MUSIC : THREE DAYS OUT OF THE HOSPITAL AND SINGING TO A FULL HOUSE!
It is a good thing a number of our readers did not go to the One-19-North in Kirkwood to
hear Dean Christopher do his Rat Pack Monday Show. All 88 seats in the restaurant
were occupied.
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Dean was just out of the hospital with two blocked arteries that the heart docs could not
unplug. His wife (a Parkway drama teacher) was his chauffer for the night and he was
on orders of NO BOOZE and no jumping around. It was still an outstanding show.

Dean normally performs right next to the door at One-19-North. Often when people try
to leave in the middle of a song, he will stop them and the laughs will start.
That was the case on Monday night when he stopped singing and intercepted a woman.
First he pointed out a sticker on the bottom of the door. He claimed the sticker read
“Anyone leaving in the middle of a song is subject to an $80 fine.”
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He then said the fine could be waived if she agreed to answer three questions.
Dean:

How was the food?

Woman:

Great!

Dean:

Did you pay your bill?

Woman:

(she points to the back of the restaurant and said) He did.

Dean:

Are you really leaving in the middle of a song?

Woman:

Yes

CARTOONS
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